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BOOTSTRAP      LOVE gives self-funded startups a leg up 

Montreal marketing agency Brendan & Brendan Inc. creates accelerator channel to help early stage innovators succeed

Montreal, April 9, 2014 - Brendan & Brendan Inc., a leading creative marketing agency based in Montreal, is 

pleased to announce the launch of “BOOTSTRAP      LOVE”, an easy and affordable way for bootstrapped 

startups, small businesses and entrepreneurs to give their companies an instant bump. Once the heavy lifting 

of building a product or service is done, many self-funded organizations have little time or resources left to 

get the word out and build their brands and businesses.

BOOTSTRAP      LOVE  is a quick-turnaround service of must-have marketing items. From landing pages and 

coming soon sites to press releases, media kits, pitch decks, blogs and more, BOOTSTRAP      LOVE provides 

industry-class quality content, code and design for young companies on a tight budget. 

“Sometimes all an early stage company needs is a one off item. We think of it as a sort of pit stop for the 

self-funded business”, said Beth Thouin of Brendan & Brendan Inc. “Wherever you may be on the track, and 

at whatever lap, BOOTSTRAP      LOVE provides rapid-turnaround quality that helps startups stay focused, 

stay on track and keep up the momentum.”

Brendan & Brendan’s track record of success helping startups out of the gate and into the spotlight was what 

initially sparked the idea for BOOTSTRAP      LOVE, says Brendan & Brendan co-founder Brendan Sera-

Shriar. 

“Though our agency serves a balance of established and emerging businesses, we noticed certain patterns 

emerging among the new and returning startups with whom we work. Their timelines and resources are 

always tight, and so are their budgets. Most often these companies are staffed by only a handful of people 

working full-time. Say a company is launching, pitching a client and gearing up for a venture capital roadshow 

all at the same time. It can quickly turn into the not so good kind of cluster. BOOTSTRAP      LOVE is designed 

to remove the stress and guesswork and help startups get their marketing right and on budget the first time.”  

BOOTSTRAP    LOVE
Marketing That Makes Sense.
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While there’s a lot of talk and excitement about startups in business circles, many people are not aware that the 

vast majority of companies aren’t third party funded. According to Statistics Canada, 75% of startups’ operat-

ing budgets come out of the founders’ pockets. The good news is these investments are keeping startups on 

track in the critical first year of business. According to Techvibes, 85% of Canadian startups are surviving past 

the first year. 

Brendan & Brendan Inc. hope that through initiatives like BOOTSTRAP      LOVE, they can help self-funded 

businesses avoid some of the costly first year mistakes that might put them in the 15% column, and extend 

their ramp toward success and sustained revenue. 

About BOOTSTRAP      LOVE

Launched by Montreal creative marketing agency Brendan & Brendan Inc., BOOTSTRAP      LOVE is an 

on-demand professional consulting service that delivers high-quality, quick-turnaround marketing deliverables 

to help self-funded startups, small businesses and entrepreneurs thrive. Featuring a hand-picked selection of 

essentials covering branding, design, microsites, content and PR, organizations get instant access to industry- 

class talent ensuring rapid delivery and simple, fair pricing. To find out more about BOOTSTRAP      LOVE and 

browse our on-demand marketing services, visit www.bootstraplove.me. 

About Brendan & Brendan Inc. 

Brendan & Brendan Inc., is a leading creative marketing agency based in Montreal.  Founded on the belief that 

traditional agency models are broken, the company and its clients thrive within a flat, hybrid, creative culture 

that marries time-honoured standards with today’s most creative approaches to deliver success. Offering a 

spectrum of services spanning strategy, branding, creative, marketing, and technology, Brendan & Brendan 

“Keep Marketing Fun” one client, project and pitch at a time. Visit us at www.thebrendans.com
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